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Introduction 

The Future of Work is Here
The world of work is hitting a restart. It’s a whole new normal for employers 

and employees. We’re managing a workforce that has new expectations for 

modernized technology and an increasing need for accessibility, flexibility, 

and options that fit their individual needs. The pandemic upended the norms 

around working, blurring the lines between life and work in tangible ways — 

and forcing employees to integrate their own lives and work in ways that go far 

beyond the concept of “balance.” 

Many organizations have shifted to a hybrid model in which remote and on-site 

employees are working together. On top of that, employers are reeling from 

the Great Resignation, and are looking for ways to engage and retain 

their workforce. 

When it comes to travel and employee spend management, these challenges 

are compounded by additional new realities. Employers need a way to better 

manage and control increasingly complicated business travel and expenses, 

and meet employee needs and expectations for flexibility and access. Travel 

and spend are a pivotal part of the employee experience, but just how 

connected they are to employee experience may have been underlooked.  

They can’t be anymore. 
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Chapter 1

The New Employer Mandate
Employers are facing tremendous pressure to adapt to new realities and 

continuously improve, update, and deliver. While we’ve all gotten used to the 

forces reshaping work — increasingly sophisticated digital tools, the hybrid 

workforce, and the Great Resignation — it’s easy to overlook the full extent 

of their impacts. Each is playing an ongoing role in pushing transformation, 

and front-running organizations are the ones who commit to keep pace with 

change. They need technology that can support them through moments of 

change, decision-making, and certainty, with processes that can be customized 

and leveraged for the best results. 

The Great Resignation 
Call it the Great Resignation, the Great Reprioritization, or the Great Rethink, 

the result is the same. Some 47.4 million voluntary departures hit the 

workplace in 2021, underscoring the fact that the employee experience is more 

critical to retention and business success than ever. The exodus continues: 4 

million Americans have quit every month for 11 months, according to Bureau 

of Labor Statistics data as of April 2022.  

Reasons to leave 
Dig into the reasons employees leave and you’ll find it’s about far more 

than just compensation. A recent Pew Research study found that 63% 

of respondents cited dissatisfaction over pay, but just or nearly as many 

respondents cited reasons more related to their experiences overall. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/01/roughly-47-million-people-quit-their-job-last-year.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/americans-quit-at-near-record-rate-great-resignation-forever-resignation-2022-6
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/03/09/majority-of-workers-who-quit-a-job-in-2021-cite-low-pay-no-opportunities-for-advancement-feeling-disrespected/#:~:text=A%20new%20Pew%20Research%20Center,quit%20their%20jobs%20last%20year.
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Lack of advancement opportunities

Sixty-three percent of respondents in the Pew survey also cited lack of 

opportunities for advancement as their main reason for deciding to leave. 

Growth, as we know, is critical to employee happiness in most roles — it’s not 

just about the chance for upward mobility, it’s the opportunity to develop skills 

within whatever job they’re in at the moment. 

Business travel presents an influential opportunity for an employee’s 

professional growth. A 2021 SAP Concur study found that four in five business 

travelers worry that unless they increase business travel, their professional 

(80%) and personal lives (80%) will suffer. A top professional concern is not 

advancing in their career (33%). Travel is a way to even the playing field as far 

as presenting opportunities to those traditionally left on the sidelines. But 

it’s only a boon if it’s feasible. When travel is only offered to certain tiers of 

employees, or the processes around travel are so complex that others can’t 

bear to spend the energy and time or aren’t given training on the process, that’s 

taking away a valuable situation in which they can grow professional skills  

and experience. 

Feeling undervalued

Fifty-seven percent of respondents in the Pew Research study said they left 

primarily because they felt undervalued and disrespected. Given the emotional 

nature of money, consider the frustration of having to wait to have expenses 

reimbursed during a protracted, bureaucratic process. 

Further, depending on the economic status of a given employee, shelling out 

for a work expense, doing a stint of paperwork to request reimbursement 

(digital or not), and then having to wait for the sum to come through could be 

an unbearable financial burden, even if temporary.

63%
cited lack of opportunities 
for advancement as their 
main reason for deciding  

to leave

57%
left primarily because 

they felt undervalued and 
disrespected

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/survey-uncovers-travelers-requirements-return-to-business-travel
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Staying competitive with a hybrid workforce
To stay competitive and keep people engaged and on board is an imperative for 

employers, no question. With the rise of the hybrid workforce, organizations 

are looking for ways to innovate and upgrade existing processes. How do you 

manage spend and travel when your employees work from anywhere, possibly 

at any time? 

With mobile and digital devices serving as our desks, employees may be 

spending and filing on the fly — between appointments, on the go, in the 

airport, even in the bathroom. It’s easy to overlook the proper procedures 

and skip a few steps to get it done before the plane boards or the next video 

call starts. Moreover, there may not even be new protocols, which means 

employees are navigating unwieldy, paper-based systems — a square peg in a 

round hole. 

But it’s not just a matter of addressing the realities of a workforce spread 

between countless locations — some remote, some in-house, many, at times, 

all of the above. It’s also a matter of staying competitive as far as delivering 

the experience both employees and managers need — reducing friction, 

streamlining administrative time, and addressing an increasing load. 

The problem with legacy systems is that they address old norms that no longer 

apply, and they can’t provide flexibility. Rarely is everyone in a position to 

walk in their receipts or hand over tickets and an itinerary. In the meantime, 

employee spend and travel continue to grow as companies get back to 

business. The result: friction and bottlenecks, as these findings reveal from 

recent SAP Concur research of more than 1,000 business travelers and some 

100 finance managers. 

Reimbursement delays
Recent SAP Concur research found that 86% of business travelers 
reported delays in getting reimbursed for business expenses at 
least once, which nearly all agree impacts their personal finances. 
(It’s worth nothing that given external factors like inflation, this 
extra time lag could be stressful from both a financial and an  
HR perspective.) 

“Bleisure” trips
The boundaries between work and life continue to blur — and 
that includes “bleisure” travel — adding a personal component 
to a business trip or doing business while on a family vacation. 
SAP Concur research found that nearly half of the 1,000 
business travelers surveyed consider “bleisure” travel a standard 
workplace benefit. This hybrid form of travel is quickly becoming 
the new normal and offers new challenges in how to manage, 
separate, track, and cover business travel spend. 

Non-traditional workspace use
SAP Concur research found that the rise in non-traditional 
workspaces is happening in business travel as well: 70% of 
business travelers have worked from a cafe, 64% from a hotel 
lobby, 57% from a waiting room, and 31% poolside. Those 
preferences are changing the travel choices they opt for as 
well, going for more flexible places to stay and meet — and HR 
professionals need to pay attention. 

New stresses on compliance
A full 98% of finance managers report that non-compliant 
expenses during the past year increased. Innovative spend 
management policies are needed to address new conditions that 
didn’t exist before remote work, such as home-based software 
and hardware and system upgrades. New policies are needed that 
draw new lines on what constitutes a business expense now — 
along with the processes to track it. 

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
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Leaning on technology
Across the board, organizations are looking for innovative new ways to 

successfully navigate these shifts and steer into the future. The good news is 

that many are already relying on technology for core solutions, gradually lifting 

our work and business processes out of the doldrums of legacy systems and 

replacing them with digital infrastructures. 

A recent SAP Foundry Digital Business study found that as of 2021, 91% 

of organizations had adopted or had plans to adopt a digital-first business 

strategy within the next year, investing in a whole range of new technologies 

and tools, including artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning, data and 

analytics, and the cloud. 

This new digital environment — and new workplace culture — is ideal for 

upgrading travel, expense management, and invoicing management with 

processes that promote control, flexibility, accurate reporting, and data-driven 

and predictive decision-making. But for every employer, the key to success is 

putting the employee experience first.

91%
of organizations had 
adopted or had plans 
to adopt a digital-first 

business strategy within 
the next year

https://resources.foundryco.com/download/digital-business-executive-summary
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Chapter 2

Travel, Expense, and Invoice 
Management 4.0
Updating travel, expense, and invoice management systems is a key 

opportunity to provide innovative solutions that meet the needs of hybrid 

employees — making it easy to connect strategy, processes, and technology to 

better anticipate and control hybrid spend, ease the frictions and hiccups of old 

processes, and drive better business results. 

SAP’s recent surveys of more than 1,000 business travelers, 100 travel 

managers, and 100 finance managers based in the U.S. found that friction 

abounds in all facets of business travel. Further, no one is prepared for the 

surge in travel demand anticipated as we emerge from the pandemic with new 

expectations and needs. 

• 52% of finance managers say it’s highly likely that their industries will 

see a boom in business travel by the end of the year, but only 16% say 

their organizations are completely prepared. 

• Nearly 4 in 5 travel managers note that they don’t have sufficient budget 

and resources in their departments.

• Nearly two-thirds of finance managers say that if they don’t address 

these challenges right away, their company is in danger of falling behind.

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
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There are two clear rules of thumb for doing this right:

• Provide the flexibility, choice, self-service, and access that employees 

want. The new ways of working have put a premium on processes 

that don’t require paper, waiting for a rubber stamp in real time, and 

not being able to get into the system without help. Employees want 

autonomy — we see that in all work systems. 

• Shift to mobile, anytime, anywhere, self-service processes. Normal 

working hours for many employees simply don’t exist anymore. We’re 

conducting business on mobile devices. Mobile, 24/7 self-service is 

essential for today’s employees. 

• Provide the integration employees, managers, and decision-makers 

need. An overload of add-on applications can cause a logjam of repetitive 

and disconnected processes. SAP found that 100% of finance managers 

expect their company to make financial technology investments in 

2022. But 57% say they’re using multiple applications to perform 

their role. Further, 17% are using multiple applications with no 

integration between them. That makes managing spend in this hybrid 

work context even more complicated, not less, and presents multiple 

opportunities for data and visibility to fall between the cracks. 

• Provide connectivity, ease, and automation. Connectivity is a 

whole new challenge now that employees — as well as managers and 

leaders — may be working from anywhere. But that also makes it 

far more important: the last thing spend management needs is less 

interconnectivity. But it shouldn’t be hard. Automating the reporting 

process with AI makes expense, travel, and invoicing management far 

easier — with less potential for shortcuts or errors on anyone’s part, 

and less waste and misuse. The data produced can then build into 

making predictions and enabling better, more proactive  

decision-making. 

Today’s employee experience has so much to do with processes and tasks — 

even more so given that we’re not in each other’s office to humanize every 

interaction. Add to that the emotional context around money — who should 

be spending it and why. Improving the alignment of employer and employee 

expectations means following these crucial strategies:  

First, close the gap between employer and employee expectations.

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
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• Observe duty of care, health and safety, and security. The legal 

obligations entailed in duty of care for business travel remain the 

same: employers must have a well-researched plan and strategy to 

keep their employees from harm while traveling for business. But 

employee well-being and health are a key part of the employer/

employee contract, and modern employers know their importance. 

Today, health and safety around COVID-19 are among the top three 

travel concerns noted by business travelers in an SAP Concur survey.  
 

But overall, 81% of business travelers feel supported by their 

company’s health and wellness programs while traveling. And 

employers are doing their best: a full 99% of travel management 

companies (TMCs) that work with businesses offer health and 

wellness services for business travelers, and 98% of surveyed 

business travelers’ companies do. Ninety-eight percent of all travel 

departments collaborate with their company’s department managing 

health and wellness programs in at least one way. And at least 

occasionally, most employees take advantage of these programs, 

according to 93% of travel managers.  
 

On the flip side: if, as a company, you’re not addressing health and 

wellness as a component of business travel for your employees, 

you’re part of a conspicuous minority. 

• Ensure compliance. Compliance has always been a challenge: a 

recent U.K. study by SAP Concur found that 37% of travel and 

expense claims have at least one exception. The question is where 

they are coming from. Fifty-three percent of finance managers 

surveyed by SAP Concur in U.S. research attribute noncompliance to 

unclear policies. Yet 65% of business travelers admit to intentionally 

trying to get reimbursed for personal expenses.  
 

Further, 89% have submitted at least one travel expense in the past 

year that might have violated their company’s travel policies — on 

average, that’s $3,397 of questionable expenses per person per year. 

It’s not a stretch to consider that employee resentment at getting 

reimbursed at a snail’s pace, and having to jump through hoops to get 

it, is adding up. The solution is clarifying spend policies and adopting 

a system that offers speed and responsiveness as well.

On top of meeting employee needs and expectations, there are underlying 

reasons why addressing the new realities of work is key to business 

functionality and outcomes. Staying competitive is a matter of solving existing 

problems with future-friendly solutions:

Second, address the new realities with a new approach.

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/survey-uncovers-travelers-requirements-return-to-business-travel
https://www.concur.co.uk/newsroom/article/control-and-flexibility-two-sides-of-the-spend-management-coin?pid=social&cid=emea_north-sapconcur-twitter-smb-spr-6450903430
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-surveys-financial-impact-covid-19-business-travel-reductions
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• Leverage automatic reporting for better visibility and decisions. 

There’s no way to accurately report and act in real time without 

data, particularly given the remote workforce. But gathering data 

manually is just as error-prone — and likely to be deprioritized in the 

face of other more pressing demands.  
 

Automating processes enable a granular view of any aspect of travel 

and spend. It’s also vital for looking at spend in the near present 

rather than as historical data: enabling near real-time reporting 

means any problems and challenges can be discovered and dealt 

with quickly, before they grow into widespread patterns or increase 

waste. Strategic decision-making is based on having the information 

on hand needed to make the right call.  
 

In terms of employee experience, there’s an interesting correlation: 

more visibility promotes transparency, which means employees 

don’t feel like their travel and spend are being assessed in the dark or 

unfairly. And automated reporting takes the burden off employees 

and managers alike, reducing friction as it promotes clarity and 

creates data. This combination of control and visibility can also help 

managers protect the cash flow, maintain smooth operations, and 

manage overall spend and risk. 
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Future-friendly business travel
Business travel 4.0 presents some key opportunities for employers to modernize their approach as they boost their work culture and employer brand.  

Flexible policies

Managing a remote workforce requires flexibility, without question. But there 

are also distinct advantages to creating flexible travel policies specifically 

geared to a positive employee experience — and markedly clear employee 

expectations. SAP Concur found that 83% of business travelers feel more 

empowered to make travel-related demands of their company now, compared 

to before the pandemic. For high-frequency business travelers, it’s 91%. 

Flexibility means fewer hurdles and more options, less administrative 

bottlenecks, and likely, more compliance since there are more options. But for 

some travelers, flexibility may do even more: it may help them avoid possible 

discomforts around discrimination, enabling them to make choices around 

transportation, timing, and location that they consider safer. 

For instance, given the rise of discriminatory legislation around sexual 

orientation and gender identity in states such as Texas and Florida, 15% of 

business travelers said they would not feel safe traveling to those states. While 

27% said they would travel there if requested but would feel uncomfortable 

doing so, this brings up fundamental questions about whether or not this could 

impact employee well-being. Further, 11% said they would refuse to travel 

there if asked, raising the issue of whether or not they would feel their wishes 

for personal safety were being respected enough to be comfortable staying in 

their job. 

Sustainable travel practices

Sustainable travel is top-of-mind for many organizations: in a recent SAP 

Concur survey of 100 U.S. travel managers, 76% noted their companies had 

updated their travel guidelines and policies to focus on sustainability in the 

past year. Eighty-nine percent of business travelers agree sustainability should 

be a key factor in travel, and 88% of business travelers would be willing to take 

steps to reduce their environmental impact while traveling for business. 

Interestingly, travelers are more likely to consider the environmental impact 

of their business travel than personal travel (60% vs. 40%). But they need help 

making the right decisions. Eighty-eight percent want to see information on 

sustainability when booking business travel, including accommodations  

and transportation. 

As far as best practices, here’s where reporting and flexibility play a role, and 

likely employee preferences for self-service and choice as well. But overall, 

companies would be well-served by revising travel policies to be more 

sustainable — working to avoid or reduce emissions when possible and report 

on travel’s sustainability impacts. The more information available to both 

managers and employees, the better the choices that can be made. 

Prioritizing sustainability in travel programs can also help with staffing. A 

UK study by SAP Concur found that nearly half of corporate travel decision-

makers believe that new talent acquisition is an ROI of sustainable  

travel programs.

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
https://www.concur.com/newsroom/article/new-pulse-survey-explores-the-current-u-s-business-travel-experience
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Chapter 3

Digitizing Expense, Travel,  
and Invoice Management
Creating a better digital ecosystem for managing expense and travel and 

conducting invoice management is about an integrated approach that infuses 

traditional functions with new speed, power, and visibility.

SAP Concur helps companies move beyond yesterday’s tedious tasks to keep 

the business running at its best every day, especially during moments of change 

and uncertainty. SAP Concur solutions underpin moments of decision — 

made more informed and more confident with trusted insights, transparency, 

integration, and perspective to understand business spend and make  

sound decisions. 
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Travel management

A business travel booking tool designed 
to simplify travel management but expand 
choices and access. It allows employees to 
book business travel on their own, at the best 
rates, and stay within spending policies. 

Concur Travel

Works like a connector, capturing travel 
bookings made outside approved channels. 
It links trips, travelers, and itineraries 
across multiple channels to provide travel 
managers with the visibility they need 
to control spending and keep travelers 
safe — increasing control without limiting 
employee-preferred flexibility.

     Features include:

• Connection to a global network of 
travel partners 

• High visibility into trip data on any 
channel 

• Employee access to a company’s 
negotiated rates and supplier ticket 
types for reduced spend 

• Components to elevate safety and 
deliver on duty of care for travelers 

• Manager visibility and control to align 
with company policies 

• Consolidated views of travel data 

Concur TripLink  

The subscription-based upgrade to the 
TripIt from Concur travel app, which adds 
additional key features. It’s a powerful 
tool for streamlining travel itineraries with 
automatic tracking and alerts. Concur Travel 
profiles can be connected directly to TripIt, 
enabling all SAP Concur-booked flights, car 
rentals, and hotel reservations to be tracked 
automatically, with alerts on upcoming and 
current trips.

     Features include:

• Comprehensive itinerary creation to 
combine all plans into one 

• Granular details on travel and 
transportation 

• Sharable itineraries

•  COVID-19 travel guidance, including 

• local infection and vaccination rates 

• Real-time alerts for travel, such as: 
 -  Cancellation and alternative flight   
 information  
 -  Seating notifications and seating  
 upgrade opportunities 

TripIt Pro 

     Features include:

• Broad inventory of services to provide 
global booking solutions 

• Detailed reporting to guide informed 
decisions 

• Comprehensive travel planning to 
better enforce internal policies and 
satisfy external regulations, keeping 
everyone compliant

• Mobile application for anytime 
anywhere use

• E-receipts to speed report creation 
and submission
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Expense management

An expense management solution that automates the expense 
reporting process. It helps businesses capture spending from 
multiple sources, plan, make spending decisions based on accurate 
data, reimburse employees more quickly, and simplify the expense 
reporting process for everyone.

Concur Expense 

An intelligent technology that enhances the auditing process, 
giving auditors more visibility into spending and helping to protect 
a business’ bottom line. It’s an indispensable tool in promoting 
accountability, resolving any discrepancies (before they can 
escalate), and getting employees reimbursed faster. 

     Features include:

• Direct integration into a business’ existing expense solution 

• Identification of duplications, unintentional errors, and out-of-
policy spending

• Visibility into otherwise unnoticed spending patterns

• Optimized insights on spending to guide approval decisions

• Thorough compliance checks

• Work smarter, be more efficient, and improve accuracy

• Fast reporting for better, more efficient expense reviews 

Concur Verify 

     Features include:

• All expense data visible in one place

• Settings that can be configured to specific business needs and 
requirements

• Spending policy reporting, enforcement, and changes

• Automatic receipt capture

• Optical character recognition and machine learning are used 
to recognize handwritten tips and totals from pictures of 
employees’ receipts, then automatically populate line items in 
an expense report

• Automatic reports processing
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Invoice management

Streamlines invoice processing, helping companies dramatically 
reduce costs and gain greater control over accounts payable. It helps 
businesses get invoices into their systems quickly and easily, avoiding 
late payments, seeing spending clearly, increasing compliance, and 
controlling costs.

     Features include:

• Automatic capture of invoices and purchase orders using AI

• Optical character recognition and machine learning 
automatically “read” and enter invoices into the payment 
system, then match invoice and purchase order information

• Data capture and reporting to show company spend

• Optimized vendor management processes 

• Automation that reduces operating costs by 80%

• Automatic routing and prepopulated payment requests

• Invoice to PO matching and exception flagging

• Customized controls to expedite approvals and payments  

• Front-end access for employees and backend syncs with the 
accounting system for all POs, invoices, and payments

Concur Invoice
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Conclusion

Being Ready for the Future 
Means Changing Now
As work evolves, the lessons we’re learning are going to carry us forward. The 

biggest lesson of the Great Resignation is that happiness at work is about a 

lot more than salary and benefits. What employers may consider “just a part 

of business” can have a deep emotional context for employees that can’t be 

overlooked. In terms of digital transformation, keeping up with the pace of 

change happening in the world of work means leveraging technology that 

brings us together — and provides the data we need to keep evolving  

and improving. 

There’s no question that the future of work is putting organizations in the hot 

seat when it comes to travel and expense. With business travel forecasted to 

keep increasing and businesses returning to pre-pandemic levels of spend, 

employers need to move quickly to upgrade their workplace systems, and 

update the ways they manage invoicing, travel, and employee spend. 

As the logistics of doing business become more complex — from navigating 

global and interstate regulations and compliance, to understanding company 

carbon footprints, to locating employees around the globe — SAP Concur 

solutions help business leaders gain clarity and act with certainty. 

Tackle the increased velocity and volume with responsibility, responsiveness, 

flexibility, and access. Lean on technology to update systems, meet new 

employee expectations, simplify processes, and drive better decision-

making to be ready for the future. Provide holistic, interconnected solutions, 

increasing productivity by easing administrative burdens, freeing managers up 

for decision-making, not paper-pushing. That’s the key to navigating change 

and turning it into a competitive advantage that supports business needs but 

puts people first — and meets the future head-on. 
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